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KYBERNETIKA —VOLUME 18 (1982), NUMBER 5 

A LOCAL STRUCTURE OF STATIONARY 
PERFECTLY NOISELESS CODES 
BETWEEN STATIONARY NON-ERGODIC SOURCES 
I: General Considerations 

STEFAN SUJAN 

The structure of stationary and perfectly noiseless codes between stationary non-ergodic 
sources is related with ergodic decomposition of invariant probability measures. It is shown 
that such codes share the structure of ergodic fibres so that any such code is in fact a class of local 
codes between corresponding pairs of ergodic subsources. Conversely, the local structure is also 
sufficient for existence of global perfectly noiseless codes. It is proved that local structure is 
preserved also in case of finitary codes. Applications of these results will be presented in Part II 
of the paper. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many results of ergodic and information theories can be formulated as isomorphism 
theorems for certain classes of ergodic sources. The aim of this paper is to develop 
a general method of extension of such isomorphism theorems to aperiodic non-
ergodic sources. In particular, extensions will be investigated (in Part II) of iso
morphisms described in the following examples. 

Example 1. Let S be the class of all ergodic sources over arbitrary countable alpha
bets which have finite entropy. Each member of S has an isomorphic representa
tion as an ergodic source over a finite alphabet, as follows from Krieger's finite 
generator theorem [10]. 

Example 2. Let S be the class of all stationary memoryless sources over arbitrary 
finite alphabets, all with the same entropy. Any two members of S are isomorphic 
[11], and the isomorphism can be chosen even as a mod 0 homeomorphism [7]. 

Example 3. Let S be the class of all aperiodic non-ergodic sources over arbitrary 
finite alphabets with entropies less than the Shannon capacity of a fixed ergodic 
and weakly continuous channel. Each member of S has an isomorphic representa
tion as an ergodic invulnerable source [8]. 
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In language of information theory, an isomorphism is a perfectly noiseless code, 
that is, a stationary code such that we can exactly recover the original source from 
the encoded source. Classical source coding theorems which trace back to Shannon 
assert that we can get the probability of decoding error as small as we please by 
taking the block length sufficiently large. However, perfectly noiseless coding is not 
available within the traditional block coding approach. The problem is that increase 
of block length inserts considerable changes into the structure of block codes so that 
one cannot hope for a "limiting" code with zero probability of decoding error. 
The situation becomes completely different in case of stationary codes. Ornstein [11] 
observed that it is possible to make a good stationary code much better in exchange 
to only moderate changes in its structure. In this way, a converging sequence of ever 
better codes obtains, and its limit is the desired perfectly noiseless code. 

All three examples can be considered as applications of Ornstein's coding techni
que (for Example 1 this was shown by Smorodinsky [17]) except the continuous 
version of Example 2 for which a different coding technique was developed in [7]. 
This fact places also some limitations from the point of view of our basic aim. 
Within Ornstein's approach, stationary codes are constructed from block codes 
using an auxiliary binary encoding which tells us when to use block code (see [16]; 
this idea is generally valid even Ornstein himself did not mention block codes at all, 
and used a marriage lemma in order to choose a good map from «-tuples to n-tuples; 
cf. [12]). In order we can control the probability of decoding error we have to distin
guish, in the encoded sequence, between parts comming from that auxiliary binary 
encoding and parts which result from applications of the block code (again, Ornstein 
himself did not construct both encoder and decoder but used a Baire category argu
ment in order to prove invertibility of the limiting code. Subsequent improvements 
on both encoder and decoder in spirit of Ornstein's technique are employed in [8].). 
For this we must ensure convergence of relative frequencies of blocks or at least 
of individual letters to corresponding probabilities. But this means we have to require 
either total ergodicity or at least ergodicity of the original source. 

One way to overcome this difficulty is based on the fact that any ergodic source 
can be obtained from a stationary source by conditioning with respect to the tr-field 
of all invariant events. Within Example 1, Denker [3] proved that the only tools 
needed to derive Krieger's theorem (in the ergodic case) are Rohlin lemma and 
Shannon-McMillan theorem. If one was able to prove universal versions of these 
two assertions then the desired extension would follow quite immediately (apart 
from some technical difficulties connected with absence of universal bounds on speed 
of convergence). Extension of Krieger's theorem in this spirit are given in [4]. 

A general formulation of the idea of universality motivated by recent developments 
on universal source coding has been given by Kieffer and Rahe [9]. They consider 
classes of ergodic sources and the aim is to prove existence of a single code which 
performs optimally for any member of a specified class. 

Our approach is based on a different idea. We consider mixtures of ergodic compo-
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nents as possible candidates for the "true" source statistics, i.e., we always have 
a class of ergodic sources together with a weighting prior. Thus, our intention is to 
prove existence of perfectly noiseless codes for mixtures. Surprisingly enough, any 
such code is also universal in the following sense. Any perfectly noiseless code 
between two mixtures of ergodic subsources is, in fact, a class of local perfectly 
noiseless codes between corresponding pairs of ergodic subsources (Theorem 1). 
In particular, if with positive prior probability, there exist subsources of one mixture 
having no partners in the second mixture (e.g., for entropy reasons) then a perfectly 
noiseless code between the two mixtures cannot exist. Conversely, given a set of pairs 
of ergodic sources such that, in any pair, one source is a perfectly noiseless coding 
of the other one, we can construct a perfectly noiseless code for the corresponding 
mixtures (Theorem 2). Theorems 3 and 4 show that this local structure is preserved 
also in case of finitary perfectly noiseless codes, i.e., of codes which are also almost 
everywhere homeomorphic maps. 

Part II of the paper will be devoted to applications of these general ideas to a variety 
of problems arising both in ergodic theory and information, including those ones 
described in the above three examples. 

1. PRELIMINARIES 

Throughout the paper we shall deal with stationary sources over countable (i.e., 
finite or countably infinite) alphabets. An ergodic theorist can imagine a stationary 
source as the structure obtained from a countable partition of a Lebesgue probability 
space with an automorphism. 

Let A be a countable set; if A is finite, let |A | denote its cardinality. Let s4 stand 
for the cr-field of all subsets of A; stf is considered as the cr-field of all Borel subsets 
of A, hence, we always consider A as a topological space relative to the discrete 
topology. Put Z = {..., - 1 , 0, 1, ...} and N = {1, 2 , . . . } . As usually, Az designates 
the space of all doubly-infinite sequences u = («,),EZ with u; e A. We let <s/z denote 
the product cr-field, i.e., the least cr-field containing the class ^ ( A ) of all thin cylinders. 
By definition, a set £ c Az is in ^ ( A ) if for some i e Z and n e N there is a vector 
u e A" such that 

(1) E = {ueAz :(«„..., «,+._,)-= a} . 

A cylinder in Az is any set of the form (l) with the singleton {u} replaced by an arbi
trary subset of A". Alternatively, s4x is the cr-field of all Borel subsets of Az relative 
to the product topology which makes Az a complete, separable, and metrizable space. 
A metric on Az can be defined, for example, by the formula 

,„,. , ,-. (max {(1 + lil)"1 : ieZ, u{ 4= u't} if u 4= u', 
® <U">") = { 0 otherw.se. 
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It follows from the definition of the product topology in Az that any cylinder is 
simultaneously open and closed, hence Az is a totally disconnected space. We let TA 

denote the shift-transformation in Az: 

(3) (?>),• = ";+i for t i e / , ieZ. 

Then TA is a homeomorphism of Az so that both TA and TA
 1 are ^-measurable. 

We let J (A) denote the cr-field of all invariant events, in symbols, 

(4) J(A) = {EesJz: TAE = E\ . 

Further, let U = (U;)iez denote the sequence of one-dimensional projections, viz. 

(5) Ui(u) = ui; ueAz, ieZ. 

If ieZ, neN, and MeA z , we put M" = (uh ..., M ^ - i ) and u" = un
0; the same 

applies to U. 
Let P(A) denote the set of all probability measures on (Az, s4z). The weak topology 

on P(A) is the weakest topology such that the map 

/íi-» fdfi : P(A)-> (-oo, oo) 
J Az 

is continuous for any bounded continuous function / on Az. Since Az is totally 
disconnected, a sequence (\in\^ weakly converges to \i (p., fin e P(A)) if and only if 

(6) lim n„(V) = n(V), Ve r(A). 

Denote by M(A) the convex set of all T^-invariant measures in P(A), and by £(A) 
the set of all extreme points of M(A). Then fi e £(A) if and only if pi is T^-ergodic, i.e., 
if n(E) e {0,1} for all E e J (A) (cf. (4)). If \i e M(A) then the whole structure will 
be denoted by [A, \i\ or by [A, \i, U] and called a stationary source. The sequence U 
is the corresponding stationary process whose distribution is \i, in symbols: 

(7) dist (U) = n . 

If n e £(A) then the stationary source [A, fi] is called ergodic. The source [A, n] 

is said to be aperiodic if \i is a non-atomic measure, i.e., if \i\u\ = 0 for all u e A • 
Let {B, 38) be also a discrete countable alphabet. Any measurable map <p : Az ~* Bz 

is said to be a code. A code q> is called stationary if 

(8) q>oTA = TBo(p. 

A stationary code tp : Az -> B2 gives rise to a measurable map q> : Az -» £, viz. 

(9) <P(M) = 9(M)0 , M e Az , 

and the map q> induces a measurable partition of Az: 

(10) &<e = {<p-x{b}:beB}, cp-l{b}es*z. 
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Conversely, let 0> be any countable measurable partition of Az. The formula 

(11) v(u)i = P if TAueP, Peg? 

defines a stationary code cp : Az -> 3PZ such that &9 = 3P. 

Next suppose that [A, p, U] and [E, ?», V] (where dist (V) = x, see (5) and (6)) are 
two stationary sources. A stationary code q> : Az -> Ez is said to be perfectly noiseless 
(with respect to [A, /*] and [6, xj) if x = p<p~l and there exists a measurable set 
A* c Az with ^(A*) = 0 such that <p is one-to-one on Az \ A*. It follows as in [12], 
Appendix A, that there exists a stationary code $ : Bz -> Az such that 4*((~u) = u 
and (p(iAf) = v almost everywhere. This justifies the clause perfectly noiseless for 
we then have an endocer/decoder pair (cp, \j/) such that 

(12) Prob [U0 * (<A(<PU))0] = 0 . 

Remark 1. In what follows we usually neglect sets of measure zero, e.g., we often 
understand relations like (8) as being valid only almost everywhere. For the same 
reasons we can consider an everywhere defined and almost everywhere one-to-one 
map equivalently as an almost everywhere defined and one-to-one map. Consequently, 
a perfectly noiseless code is but a mod 0 isomorphism between the dynamical systems 
(Az, s4z, p, TA) and (Bz, S~z, x, TB). Recall from [ l ] that the two systems are mod 0 
isomorphic if there exist sets A* e $$z, B* e (%z and a map cp : A* -> B* such that 
(i) /((A*) = x(B*) = 1 , <p is injective; 

(ii) A* and B* are invariant; 

(iii) if E cz A* then E e s#z if and only if cp~E e @z; in this case p(E) = x(qiE); and 
(iv) cp(TAu) = TB(cpu) for al u e A* 

The concept of mod 0 isomorphism makes sense in much more general measure 
spaces [ l ] . In sequence spaces we shall use both concepts. As to the mod 0 nomen
clature consult [15] or [14]. 

A countable measurable partition 0> of Az is said to be a generator (with respect 
to a given stationary source [A, pj) if 

(13) a( IJ TA a(0>)) = s4z mod 0 . 
isZ 

This says that the two u-fields give rise to isomorphic measure algebras under p; 
see [6]. It is well-known and easy to check that a stationary code (p : Az -> Bz is 
perfectly noiseless if and only if the partition 0>9 (cf. (10)) is a generator. 

A stationary source \B, x] is sais to be a factor of the stationary source [A, p\ 
if there is a stationary code <p : Az -> Bz such that 

(14) x(F) = p(<p~xF), Fe@z. 

If p 6 M(A) is a product measure, the source [A, p] is called memoryless. Any 
factor of a memoryless source is called a Bernoulli source. Observe that a Bernoulli 
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source is an information theoretic counterpart of a generalized Bernoulli shift, for 
we allow countable infinite alphabets as well (see § 9 of [12] or [17] for Ornstein 
theory in case of countable partitions). 

2. ERGODIC DECOMPOSITION AND ASSOCIATED LEBESGUE SPACES 

Let [A, fi\ be a stationary source over a countable alphabet A. Recall from [18] 
that a point u e Az is regular if there is a measure /x„ e £(A) uniquely determined 
by u via the relations 

(15) iiu(V) = \imn''"t 'ly(TJ
Au); Ver(A), 

n^oo J = 0 

where lv stands the indicator function of the set V. The set RA of all regular points 
is measurable, T^-invariant, and ^(R^) = 1 for any fi e M(A). The ergodic decom
position says that any /i e M(A) has (mod 0) unique representation in the form 

(16) /i(£)= f t*u(E) li(&u), Ees4z. 
J RA 

The uniqueness follows from essential uniqueness of regular conditional probabilities 
relative to the <r-field J(A). Put 

(17) RA(u) = {«' e RA : nu. = fiu} ; ueRA. 

Then 

m M««.»={; L ^ w (md hence u 6 u"')] • 
It follows that an ergodic source [A , }iu, U"] is a source such that its process U" = 
= (U"),eZ is allowed to have trajectories only inside of the set RA(u). Thus, the set 
of trajectories of the process U which has the property that dist (U) e M(A) \ £(A) 
splits into mod 0 mutually exclusive sets of trajectories corresponding to the ergodic 
processes U". In particular, U can have a trajectory which meets two or more different 
sets RA(u) only with probability zero. 

This simple observation is crucial to all what will follow. On the other hand, (17) 
shows there may exist many regular points giving rise to the same measure p„ (e.g., 
if u' e RA(u) then TAu' e RA(u) for all i e Z. Less trivially, if u e RA and u' differs 
from H on a subset of Z having density zero, then «' e RA and even u' e RA(u); see 

(15))-
Hence, it seems useful to factorize somehow the set RA. This can be done in many 

ways. One possibility is to use (15) and imbed the set RA into [0,1]*' via the map 
M l - > (Mu(K)'> neN), where "^"(A) = {Vu V2,...}. This way is convenient when one 
wants to preserve topological properties. However, our desire is to preserve the 
structure of ergodic decomposition. This can be done quite easily within the frame
work of Lebesgue spaces [15], and causes only minor additional difficulties. 
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So, let (lFA, mA) denote the completion of Az relative to the measure /j, e M(A) [6]. 
Then (Az, <FA, mA) is a Lebesgue space. Moreover, if the source [A, fi\ is aperiodic 
then this Lebesque space becomes isomorphic to the Lebesgue space (/, S£, X) of the 
unit interval / = [0,1] . The family 

(19) QA = {Rju):ueRA}u{Az\RA} 

is a Rohlin measurable partition (cf. [14,15]; we use the term Rohlin measurable 
in order to point out the difference with ordinary measurable partitions which have 
been considered in the preceding section). In particular, the factor space (QA, £8A, mA) 
of (Az, ^A, mA) relative to gA is again a Lebesgue space, and there exists a canonical 
system of measures (m^; I e QA) associated with QA. Our choice of QA entails that 

(20) m« = fiu on £ n 9* for u e £ , ^ e QA . 

Moreover, the ergodic decomposition (16) assumes on the canonical form 

(21) mA(E)= [ m ^ n ^ m ^ d c ) , Ei 

We shall call the elements £ e QA the ergodic fibres of the source [A, n\ and reserve 
the name ergodic components for the sources [A, /.„], u e RA. We shall use both 
descriptions of the structure of ergodic decomposition in what follows. 

The following representation of the fibre structure was established by Rohlin 
(see [15, § 4.3], a similar representation as given also by Oxtoby [13]). We include 
it for purpose of later reference. 

Lemma 1. Let [A, /*] be a stationary aperiodic source over a countable alphabet. 
Then there exists a mod 0 isomorphism gA from the product space (QA, 3SA, mA) x 
x (1, $e, X) into (Az, 3?A, mA) which sends {£} x / onto £ for all f e QA. 

In what follows, we let Bz, @lz, RB, QB etc., denote the corresponding objects for 
the alphabet (B, 88). Also, v and n serve as generic symbols for elements of Bz and 
QB, respectively. Finally, FA and FB designate the natural projections which send 
almost all points from Az and Bz into ergodic fibres containing them. 

3. A LOCAL STRUCTURE IS NECESSARY 

Throughout this section we are given two fixed stationary aperiodic sources 
[A, /i] and [B, x\. The main result is that any perfectly noiseless code between the 
two sources has a "local" structure in the following sense: 

Theorem 1. Let [A, p] and [B, x\ be two mod 0 isomorphic stationary and aperio

dic sources, and let cp: Az -» Bz denote the associated perfectly noiseless code, 

(a) For mo-almost all c, e QA there is a unique n e QB, and for mo-almost all n e QB 

there is a unique S,e QA such that <p(o) = n. 
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(b) Let us put for t, e QA mod mA and for u e £ mod m4, 

(22) cp^u) = cp(u) . 

If £,e QA is fixed and rj e QB corresponds to £ by assertion (a) (this takes 
place for almost all c) then <p{ is a mod 0 isomorphism between the ergodic 
sources [A, m j and \B, mjj. 

(c) Let E: QA x Az -> Ez be almost everywhere defined by the property that 

(23) F(~, u) = <p<(u) . 

Then E is (J"1 x J ^ „ immeasurab le . 

Remark 2. In assertion (b), the maps ij/4 can be considered either as Borel measur
able or as measurable with respect to completed Borel cr-fields. Standard arguments 
show that each Borel measurable isomorphism can be mod 0 uniquely extended 
to an isomorphism relative to the completed cr-fields. Conversely, the latter iso
morphism, restricted to Borel sets of full measure remains measurable with respect 
to Borel cr-fields. 

Before proving the theorem, let us prove two auxiliary lemmas. 

Lemma 2. With probability one, cp maps regular points into regular points; in sym
bols: 

(24) u{u e RA : cp(u) e RB} = 1 . 

Proof. We have that {u e RA : cp(u) e RB] = RAn C P " 1 ^ . Since RAe J?(A) and 
RB e ^(B), R A n <~p~1RB e $(A) for cp is a stationary code. (More precisely, we can 
find a set E e f(A) such that n((RA n <p~ 1RB) AE) = 0, where A stands for symmetric 
difference, because (p satisfies (8) only mod 0. However, arguments of this kind will 
be frequently omitted.) If u e RA then p.u e £(A) a M(A) so that nu(RA) = 1. Since, 
Hu e M(A), fj.u<p~1 e M(B); in particular, we have that fiu((p~1RB) = 1. Consequently, 

fiu(RAncp~1RB)= 1 , ueRA, 

and an application of (16) concludes the proof. Q 

Lemma 3. 

(25) n{u e RA : iijp~ » = n^u)] = 1 . 

Proof. By Lemma 2, (p(u)eRB for p-almost all u eRA. Hence, for ^-almost all 
u, the measure fi^u) is well-defined and ergodic. Let Ve -V(B). Using the individual 
ergodic theorem and stationarity of cp it follows that li0M(V) = fiu((p~1V). Hence 

n{ueRA:,iHu)(V) = ixu<p-\V)} = \ , 

and since ^(B) is countable, (25) follows. • 
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Proof of Theorem 1. E0 denote the set of all regular points u e RA with the 
following property: there exist points u', u" e RA(u) and points v', v" e RB with 
v' $ RB(v") such that v' = q>(u') and v" = <p(u"). We claim that /.(£„) = 0. Indeed, 
if u(Eo) > 0, we can pick u', u", v' and v" as above. Since u', u" e RA(u), n„. = /.„». 
Hence nu.(f>~1 = /v<P-1> i-~- / v = /*?(«') = V$(u") = /V> ana" this contradicts the 
fact that v' $ RB(v"). In a similar way, we can prove that x(F0) = 0, where E0 c RB 

is defined exactly as E0 was. Hence fi(Az\E0) = x ( E z \ E 0 ) = 1. Using canonical 
representations of mA and mB (cf. (21) and (20)) we can translate the above conclusions 
into the setting of associated factor spaces, and thereby obtain conclusion (a) of 
Theorem 1. 

In order to prove (b) suppose that <p̂  is defined by (22). Since " e QA we find a u° e 
eRA so that " = RA(u°). Let v° e RB be a point such that nvo = / V P - 1 - With 
probability one, cp(u) er\ — RB(v°) for all u e S, = RA(u°) (see Lemmas 2 and 3). 
Moreover, m« = p.a0 o n ^ n §~A, m„ = n„0 on r\ n #"f. Let <p denote a (.FA, 3F^)-
measurable extension of the isomorphism ~~ (see Remark 2). If ^>«: { -» r\ is defined 
using this version of <p, we get that (/>« is measurable and m«9^"' = m,. We claim that 

mo{£ ~ QA '• 9c, is w«-a.e. injective} = 1 . 

In fact, let E e ^ be the set on which the above version of cp is injective; mA(E) = 1. 
Using (21) and observing that m«(En £) % 1 for all & we see that 

^ { { e ^ j w ^ n j j - 1} = 1 . 

But E"n tj is the set on which <p* is injective, and this proves the claim. Since q> was 
stationary and all ergodic fibres " and r\, considered as subsets of sequence spaces, 
are invariant, ^« is stationary (for almost all fibres " e QA). This proves (b). 

Now let us prove (c). Pick Ve f~(B) and consider the set E_1V = {(<", u) : (p$(u) e 
e V}. Since <p« is defined (almost everywhere) on ", we have the formula 

(26) E-1V=[U({^}x^)]n(exx^-1V) 
&QA 

valid mod 0. The set QA x <p~1 Vis measurable (to this end consider again the version 
of <p introduced in the proof of assertion (b)) so that it remains to prove measurability 
of the set 

G= U( t f } x { ) . 
isQA 

If QA is (mod 0) countable then there is nothing to prove. So suppose QA uncountable, 
and let Ec designate the complement of a set E. We shall prove that Gc is measurable. 
First observe that 

(27) mA(\J {ueRA:ue£}) = n(RA)=l. 
ieQA 

Next 
c c = n ( { £ } x ^ . 

&QA 
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By (27) we see that ({£} X £)c is a null set for almost all £ 6 QA so that Gc is a subset 
of a null set in a Lebesgue space. Consequently, G°, hence G itself, must be measur
able, and conclusion (c) follows from this and from (26). • 

Remark 3. One can wonder why we are interested in joint measurability of the map 
(£, u) -*• (p~((u). We shall see in the next section that this property is crucial for a con
struction of global codes. The point is that we shall deal with measures transported 
by a family of local codes, not by a single global code. 

4. THE LOCAL STRUCTURE IS SUFFICIENT 

This section contains the abstract kernel of an idea due to Winkelbauer [19] who 
used it for the purpose of extension of Krieger's codes to the aperiodic non-ergodic 
case. The main result shows that the local structure derived in Theorem 1 is also 
sufficient for existence of a global perfectly noiseless code, and the proof will proceed 
via a measure theoretic construction. 

Theorem 2. Let \A, fij and \B, x] be two aperiodic stationary sources over count

able discrete alphabets. Suppose that 

(i) for m'o-almost all fibres £ e QA, the map <p~(: £ -> ^,^ = y((£), is a mod 0 
isomorphism between \A, m(~\ and \B, m j , and 

(ii) the map (£, u) (->• <p((u) : QA x Az -> Bz is (@A x &*, ^ - m e a s u r a b l e . 

Then there exists a stationary code q> : Az -> Bz which is perfectly noiseless with 
respect to \A, JX\ and \B, x] (and such that its local components are precisely 
(rP(,£eQA)). 

Proof. Let E0 be the set constructed above in the proof of Theorem 1. If Q0 = 
= rA(RA \ E0), then mA(Q0) = 1 (recall that FA is the natural projection). For if 
mo(Qo) < 1 then foi fibres £ e AA forming a set of positive mA measure, q>( would 
map £ into a set intersecting at least two different ergodic fibres from QB. Hence, 
cp((£) and therefore £ itself would carry at least two mutually singular ergodic me
asures, a contradiction. If £ e Q0 and u e £, we put 

(28) ^£ = {veRB:nv= wf1}. 

x^i is well-defined; that is, it does not depend on the particular choice of ue£. We 
now use assumption (ii) which ensures that for any F e 28z the map 

£^m((£nip(
1F) 

is .^-measurable so that we can define a measure x' on gflz by the properties that 

(29) AF)=\ m((;£nq>(
lF)mi(<l£), Fe@z. 
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Using (21) and (20) for [B, x] we see that the completion of 88z with respect to x' 
is but (2Fm, mB). Let mB = m 0 i/ ' - 1 . A slight generalization of the fact that, in Lebes-
gue spaces, and almost everywhere injective measurable map is invertible (see [19, 
Lemma 5.3]) shows that \\i is a mod 0 isomorphism between the spaces (QA, 36A, mA) 
and (QB, mB, mB). Moreover, (28) and the definition of (m„; n e QB) show that m 0 

is the right measure (i.e., that one induced by x), for 

mв(E) = ľ ™ , ( F n , ) f f l J ( d , ) , EєJ^ 
JQB 

At the same time, because of aperiodicity Lemma 1 applies and yields mod 0 iso
morphisms gA : QA x I -» Az and gB : QB x Bz. Observe that until now all isomor
phisms concern only probability spaces, not the transformations acting on them. 
The final part of the proof is devoted to showing how gA, gB, and \ji can be used 
in order to get a stationary coding. Put (mod 0) 

POM) = G r V 0 - ( O ) . ieQB> t€l> 
where 

and gA, gB denote the sections of gA and gB, respectively. It is easy to check that \ji 
is a mod 0 isomorphism. Consequently, the map gA o \j) o (gB)~x is a mod 0 isomor
phism between the Lebesgue spaces (Bz, ^m, mB) and (Az, &A, mA). Put 

^ = [ ^ o ^ o ( , B ) - 1 ] - | R , \ E 0 , 

where RA \ E0 is considered as a measurable space relative to the c-field of all its 
Bore! subsets. Then the set (p~(RA \ E0) is a Borel set of full measure in Bz, (p~ is (Borel) 
measurable, and % = p<p_1. By construction, the relation 

<Pi°TA= TBO 0 . 

is valid mod 0 with respect to m4, and for all ergodic fibres relative to the measure 
mA. Using (21) we see that ip 0 TA = TBO <p mod 0, and the proof is complete. 

5. F1N1TARY PERFECTLY NOISELESS CODES 

Extensions of Ornstein theory to classical (differentiable) dynamical systems, as 
reported in [12], make it possible to investigate ergodic properties of many mechanic
al systems. These physical applications provide strong evidence in favour of codes 
enjoying also certain continuity properties (see the discussion at the end of [5] and 
related results in [2]). 

Given two stationary sources [A ,p] and [5, x], a perfectly noiseless stationary 
code is said to befinitary, if it is a mod 0 homeomorphism. This means (see Remark l) 
that there exist measurable sets A* and B* and a map <p : A* -» B* as in the definition 
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of the mod 0 isomorphism with the additional property that cp is a homeomorphism 
(this makes sense for A* and B* are Borel subsets of Az and Bz, respectively). As al
ready pointed out, any stationary code cp : Az -> Bz can be considered as a sequential 
code, i.e., 

(30) <?(M); = <p(T>) ; M e Az , ieZ, 

where <p and cp are connected by (9). In general, the value <P(M), and hence also the 
values (p(u)h depend on the entire sequence u. However, if cp is mod 0 continuous 
then for almost all u e Az, the code length is finite. Indeed, if we want to determine 
v = (p(u), we have to look at the coordinates M_„, M_„ + 1, ..., M0, ..., un for successive 
n = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . until we find a sequence such that 

{M' e A z : M- = M;, |i| S n} c <p~1{ve Bz : v0 = b} 

for some b e B. Due to the continuity assumption, the latter set is mod 0 a countable 
union of cylinders so that the above will happen at some finite n (of course, n depends 
on u) for almost all u e Az. Then we can set (p(u)0 = b and by shifting the procedure 
we can determine (p(u); for all i e Z. 

If cp is a mod 0 homeomorphism, exactly the same reasoning applies to cp~1. Thus, 
a perfectly noiseless code <p : Az -> Bz is finitary if and only if the 0-th coordinate 
(p~(u)Q (and (p~~1(v)0) can be decided by knowing only some finite segment of u (of v), 
and this happens for /z-almost all ue Az (for x-almost all v e Bz). Again, we shall 
call such a code alternatively a finitary isomorphism. 

Now suppose that [A, //J and [B, %\ are two aperiodic stationary sources which 
are finitarily isomorphic, and let q> : Az ~> Bz denote the corresponding code. By 
Theorem 1, <j> has a local structure. The question is what can be said about that local 
structure under the additional knowledge that <p is finitary. Let us start with two 
auxiliary assertions. 

Lemma 4. The map u -> n„ : RA -> £(A) is continuous with respect to the topology 
induced on RA by the metric dA (see (2)) and weak topology on £(A) (see (6)). 

Proof. Suppose that «(n), u are in RA such that 

lim dA(uw, M) = 0 . 

Put j(n) = min {\i\ : i e Z, u^ 4= «,-}. It follows from the definition of dA that 
lim j(n) = oo. We have to prove that for any Ve ^(A), 

(31) lim/iu(„)(V) = M I / ) -

So fix Ve •^"(A). Since V depends only on finitely many coordinates, the fact that 
limj'(n) = oo implies that the difference |/i„<n)(V) — ^„(V)| becomes as close to zero 
as we please if n is large enough. • 
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Lemma 5. For any u e RA, the set RA(u) (cf. (17)) is closed. 

Proof. We have that 

(32) RA(u)= f| {u'6RA:nu,(V) = nu(V)}. 
VeriA) 

For fixed V, lv is continuous as V is open and closed. By Lemma 4, the map fiv : 
: u -»• /t„(V) from RA into [0,1] is continuous. But 

{«' E Rx : Mu,(V) = nu(V)} = / ^ { t } , , = nu(V). 

Hence, RA(u) is closed, in fact, owing to (32) it is an intersection of closed sets. • 

Lemma 5 is all what we need in order to prove a finitary version of Theorem 1. 

Theorem 3. Suppose [A, / . ] , [B, x], and <p are as in Theorem 1. If <p is finitary then 
so are the local isomorphisms cp{, c, e QA. 

Proof. Let E0 e s/z and E0 e 38z be such that /<(E0) = x(F0) = 1 and y is a ho-
meomorphism between E0 and E0. We can and we do assume that E0 <= RA and 
E0 <= RB. Now 

1 = fi(E0) = I Hu(E0) n(du) = x(F0) = nv(F0) x(dv) 
JRA JRB 

so that 
H{u e RA : nu(E0 n RA(u)) = 1} = 1 , 

x{v e RB : fiv(F0 n RB(v)) = 1} = 1 . 

If v e RB is (p~(u) for some u e RA, then cp(RA(u)) = RB(v). Fix u, v in this manner. 
By Lemma 5, the set E0 n RA(u) is closed in E0 (with respect to the relative topology 
on E0). Since a restriction of a continuous map defined on a topological space is 
continuous with respect to the relative topology, <p~ | RA(u) is almost everywhere 
continuous. Similarly, q>~1 | RB(v) is almost everywhere continuous, and 

q>(E0 n RA(u)) = ^(E0) n (p(RA(u)) = F0 n RB(v) , 

^ "^Eo n RB(v)) = y~xF0 n cp'1 RB(v) = E0 n RA(u). 

Thus, ^ considered as a map from RA[u) to E^/;), u = (p~(u), is a mod 0 homeo-
morphism with respect to measures fiu and /i„. It remains to translate these conclusions 
into the setup of associated Lebesgue spaces. But this is a straight forward task so that 
we omit this step. • 

We do not know whether it is possible to modify the construction performed 
in Section 4 in order to get a finitary version of Theorem 2. On the other hand, 
using Theorem 2, it is quite easy to give an existence proof. 

Theorem 4. Let [A, ii] and [E, x] be two aperiodic stationary sources over count
able discrete alphabets. Suppose that 
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(i) for mo-almost all fibres £ e QA, the map <p4 : £ -» ^ ?/ = <?,*(£), is a finitary 

isomorphism between [A, m:J and [B, mjj; and 

(ii) the map (£, u)(-> <^(u): : QA x Az -* B z is (3SA x J ^ , ^ - m e a s u r a b l e . 

Then there exists a perfectly noiseless finitary code <p : Az -> £ z . 

Proof. Suppose, contrary to the conclusion, there is no finitary perfectly noiseless 

code between [A , /j] and \B, x\. Thus, for any isomorphism <p (which exists by 

Theorem 2) we can find either a set G e s$z of positive measure on which q> is not 

continuous or a set / / e J z of positive measure on which ip"1 is not continuous. 

Let us consider the first case. Then (16) applied to G yields 

fi{u e RA : fiu(G) > 0} > 0 . 

Let u e RA be such that n„(RA)(u) n G) = fiu(G) > 0. Let £ = R^(u) and 77 = 

= ^ B ( ^ ( U ) ) . By assumption, cps is mod 0 continuous. Hence, if G e £ n J ^ cor

responds to G n RA(u), then rn^(G) = 0. But 

mJG) = rt,(G n R») > 0 , 

a contradiction. Consequently, there must be a perfectly noiseless code <p which is 

also mod 0 continuous. Let E0 be the set on which <p is both continuous and injective. 

Then n(E0) — 1 and so x((p(E0)) = 1, too. Repeating the above reasoning we see 

that (p^1 : <p(E0) ->• -Eo Is also continuous. In other words, q> is a mod 0 homeo-

morphism. D 

(Received January 25, 1982.) 
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